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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A center of high pressure will form in the eastern Gulf today and migrate slowly into the central Gulf by midweek.  The circulation 
around the high will keep S-SE winds west of its center (in western sections) and generally northerly winds east of the center. Along 
northern shores, north of the high, winds will be out of the SW-W.  Winds will increase in the west and parts of the central Gulf 
through the first half of the week, reaching fresh to strong levels in the far west tomorrow and mostly moderate levels elsewhere. 
Seas will increase too, reaching rough levels where wind speeds are highest. Model guidance is showing an increased chance for 
showers and thunderstorms over the west Tuesday and Wednesday as deeper moisture moves back northward. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Winds should increase in most sections through midweek.  Speeds will be highest in the far west, and seas there could 
become minimally rough Wednesday into Thursday, with near-rough conditions building over most of the western Gulf. Seas 
should remain moderate in the central Gulf, and stay at smooth to slight levels in the east. During the latter part of the week,
a weak wave will move into the eastern Gulf. This will bring southerly winds back to parts of the east along with an increased 
chance for precipitation.  Some storms could be locally heavy.  The high pressure center over the Gulf will weaken, and winds
will drop in most regions. Winds in most areas will be out of the S-SE at moderate speeds by the end of the week, with W-SW 
winds persisting along parts of the northcentral and northeastern coasts. Seas will return to moderate levels as the winds 
drop, and could be smooth to slight in most areas by the end of the weekend.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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